Chronos (Greek, Χρόνος “Time”) is the god of time in Greek mythology. He symbolizes its passing
and control. A suitable name for our database archiving software, since your data, too, has a
lifecycle of its own.
With CHRONOS you stay in control of your data no matter the size, and keep it safe – for
decades, if necessary. Like a benign deity, CHRONOS manages your databases’ lifecycle by
separating the actively needed segments from the ones that are ready to be archived.
CHRONOS offers you and your company a plethora of advantages: by differentiating between
active and passive segments, your productive database is relieved and regains its original
performance. It also conveniently eliminates the ever-growing need for more memory space,
enabling you to make use of all advantages of the Big Data revolution whilst avoiding a financial
obligation.
Data that is still frequently reviewed gets stored in small blocks, for example on an annual basis.
The smaller the block, the faster it can get accessed by our software. With this incremental
archiving, we enable your staff to review decades of data immediately, and even without
particular SQL skills.
More often than not, the increasing pace of software development leads to the redundancy of
entire systems in short time. This is why CHRONOS is also capable of complete application
retirement, allowing you to shut down entire applications, if desired.
Depending on your company’s individual standards of compliance, it is either up to you to set
the rules for archiving or you may trustingly place this responsibility into the experienced hands
of our developers. There is no solution we could not jointly achieve to be in accordance with
your specific legal requirements.
The latest version of CHRONOS is part of CSP’s integrated 360 degree industrial software
approach: CHRONOS is compatible with any imaginable data, but of course, we encourage its
implementation in unity with our additional software products: QS Torque, IPM and IPM PG.
Located in Großköllnbach, Bavaria, the CSP team can guarantee topmost quality and support
for our software all around the globe. Join us in our vision to set free YOUR industrial potential:
together with CSP, you optimize your production processes and achieve new standards in terms
of quality – standards that can effortlessly be traced back for decades.
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